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Chemistry
of surfaces3

Surface chemistry impinges on many aspects of consumer science, so 
it has links to many other chapters in this book. For example, surface 
chemistry is in action when washing dirt out of clothes with water and 
surfactants (Chapter 4), it determines the composition of ice cream and 
other foods (Chapters 5 and 6), we use it for skin and haircare (Chapter 
8), it describes the behaviour of microfi bres, Gortex™, adhesives and 
paint (Chapters 11 and 13), and of particles in the soil, in swimming pool 
treatments and at the beach (Chapters 12, 14 and 15).

Breaking large pieces into smaller ones increases the surface area and 
eventually the properties of the surface dominate those of the bulk 
material. Both liquids and solids have a surface tension, better called a 
surface energy. As well as this surface energy, surfaces develop charges. 
This provides the stability of some suspensions. The balance between the 
water-loving (hydrophilic) and oil-loving (lipophilic) parts of a molecule 
is called the hydrophilic–lipophilic balance (HLB). The HLB is crucial for 
the stability of emulsions found in a range of consumer products. We 
follow this with air-containing emulsions called foams.

There is an important place for Monsieur Laplace and his famous equation 
that explains the behaviour of bubbles. Finally, we realise that solids also 
have a surface energy, which leads to other chapters dealing with the 
behaviour and deterioration of consumer products.

‘Superfi cial’ means pertaining to the surface. It has a pejorative connotation because 
it implies ignoring important aspects below the surface. In chemistry, surfaces are 
extremely important and often determine chemical and physical processes. In this 
book, we see how vital surface chemistry is to many areas of consumer science.

In our bodies, our guts need a lot of surface area to transfer food molecules 
across their membranes. If the small intestine were a smooth tube, it would have 
a surface area of just half a square metre. However, it has little folds or protruding 
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pockets that increase the surface area to 3 m2. Then these have 1-mm fi ngers or 
villi that add a 10-fold increase in surface area. Covering these are microvilli (say, 
100 per villus) adding another factor of 20 (Fig. 3.1). So we go from half a square 
metre to 200 m2: roughly the area of a tennis court!

Our lungs have a similar progression of smaller units providing larger surface 
areas for absorbing and exchanging oxygen and carbon dioxide. The surface area 
of our lungs is around half a tennis court.

Consider a cube with 10 cm sides. It has six sides, so a surface area of 0.06 m2 
(600 cm2). If you cut this cube up into smaller cubes with 1 cm sides (1000 cubes), 
the surface area increases to 0.6 m2. Further subdivision to cubes with 1 mm sides 
(1 000 000 cubes) increases the surface area to 6 m2.

As the subdivision progresses and the surface area increases, the properties of 
surfaces dominate those of the bulk material, such as the chemical reactivity of a 
material. A lump of coal is unreactive in air, but if you suck up the equivalent as 
fi ne carbon powder used as a toner in some printers into a vacuum cleaner, you can 
cause quite an explosion. In a similar way, fl our stirred up into a cloud in the air 
in fl our mills has often ignited and exploded (see experiments: ‘Powders to burn’ 
on p. XXX, ‘Insurance reaction’ on p. XXX and ‘Steel wool in vinegar’ on p. XXX).

SUSPENDED MATERIALS DEVELOP ELECTRIC CHARGES
Chapter 1 discussed the properties of water as a solvent for separating positive and 
negative ions when an ionic salt such as sodium chloride is dissolved. Remarkably, 
the surface of any material in contact with water becomes charged. There are a 
variety of reasons for this, but the most common is the adsorption of ions from the 
aqueous solution. The sign and magnitude of the charge are often pH dependent 
and this is an important and fascinating fi eld of study (see experiment, ‘Beating 
heart’ on p. XXX).

The repulsion between these like charges is what stabilises the suspension of 
small particles (called colloids) in water and prevents them from coagulating to form 
bigger particles that precipitate under the force of gravity (or fl oat to the surface).

Fig. 3.1. Image of the intestinal villi and microvilli that increase the surface area, resulting 
in greater surface area and better absorption of nutrients.

Source: designua/Adobe Stock.
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If we cut ourselves shaving, then apply a stick of, alum (KAl(SO4)2·12H2O) to 
the cut, the triple positive charge on the aluminium ion neutralises the negative 
charge on the blood corpuscles and they coagulate faster than the natural process 
would take. Acetic acid (found in vinegar) coagulates the suspension of the natural 
rubber latex taken from a rubber tree (see Chapter 10).

SUSPENDING SMALL PARTICLES
The ‘behaviour’ of soils, particularly clay soils, depends on the surfaces of the soil 
particles. The physical properties are strongly infl uenced by the relative proportions 
of calcium, magnesium, sodium and potassium adsorbed onto the surfaces of its 
clay minerals, as well as by the amounts of organic matter, oxides and carbonate 
present (see Chapter 12.)

After rain or watering, clay soils with high levels of sodium (sodic soils) become 
dispersed into a fi ne clay suspension and this blocks cracks that lead water lower down 
into the soil. On drying, this clay sets hard, shrinks and cracks. This clay soil needs to 
be treated with soluble calcium or magnesium compounds to counter this problem.

In washing clothes, we have precisely the opposite problem. We want to disperse 
clay particles and hold them in suspension. So the opposite tactic is used. Washing 
soda (Na2CO3.10H2O) is added so that sodium ions can displace the calcium ions. 
Laundry detergents use zeolites to ‘tie-up’ calcium ion and remove its infl uence on 
the clay particles (see Chapter 4).

When a swimming pool is full of suspended clay washed in by rain, we can 
coagulate the fi ne particles by going one better than calcium. We use aluminium 
(which has a charge of three compared to calcium with two and sodium with one). 
The addition of alum (KAl(SO4)2·12H2O) ‘fl occulates’ the clay into large particles 
and allows it to be caught in the fi lter and so the pool can be clarifi ed again. Some 
of the cationic detergent algaecides sold for swimming pool maintenance (which, 
incidentally, were originally developed for clearing yeast from beer lines) can cause 
problems because the positively charged surfactant chain attaches itself to the 
negative clay particles keeping them in suspension (see Chapter 14).

EMULSIONS
An emulsion is a mixture of two or more materials that usually do not mix: they 
are typically oil in water or water in oil mixtures (Fig. 3.2). Because they do not 

Fig. 3.2. Representations of o/w (oil-in-water) and w/o (water-in-oil) emulsions with the emul-
sifi ers supporting the suspension within opposing phases.

Source: Natros/Adobe Stock.
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normally mix, the components of an emulsion are called separate phases (see 
Chapter 8). An emulsifi er suspends one material within the other one, by reducing 
the difference in surface tension (i.e. the mutual repulsion) between the two 
phases, allowing them to ‘wet’ each other.

TESTING FOR JAUNDICE
The liver produces bile (a fat-solubilising surfactant made from cholesterol), 

which is used by the digestive system to solubilise food fats. In the case of liver 

disease presenting as jaundice, the bile leaks into the urine. Because bile is a 

surfactant, it lowers the surface tension/energy of the urine.

Normal urine has a surface tension/energy of ~0.066 N/m but with excess 

bile the surface energy drops to ~0.055 N/m. In the Hay test1, powdered sulfur 

is sprinkled on the urine surface. The sulfur will fl oat on normal urine, but sink 

if the surface tension/energy is lowered by the bile.

Not sure whether dropping a small insect can replace powdered sulfur?

Let’s look at some examples. In making mayonnaise from oil and vinegar, egg 
yolk acts as an emulsifi er.

Why is cream more palatable than butter, which in turn is more palatable than 
lard? Lard is solid fat and lumps of lard are hard to digest. Butter is 80–82% milk 
fat, 16–17% water, and 1–2% milk solids other than fat (sometimes referred to as 
curd). It may also contain salt. Double cream can be up to 60% fat.

Butter is an emulsion of a small amount of water in fat, which provides the fat 
with a larger surface area with which to react with our digestive juices. Finally 
cream is the reverse: an emulsion of fat in water (35–56% for pure cream). This 
provides an even greater surface area of the fat exposed to water.

Making butter from cream involves inverting a fat-in-water emulsion to a 
water-in-fat emulsion (with lots of water left over), by denaturing the protein that 
‘protects’ the fat globule and prevents it from coalescing.

Our digestive ‘detergents’ – the bile acids – form emulsions with fat and so 
increase the rate of digestion. Many other products, ranging from cosmetics to 
chicken soup are based on an emulsion. A water-in-fat (or oil) emulsion will not 
conduct electricity while a fat (oil)-in-water will conduct. This provides a simple 
test for distinguishing the two (see experiment ‘Conductivity of emulsions’ on 
p. XXX).

HYDROPHILIC–LIPOPHILIC BALANCE (HLB)
The selection of the correct emulsifi er is critical. Emulsifi ers are characterised on a 
scale called the hydrophilic–lipophilic balance (HLB) (hydrophilic = water loving; 
lipophilic = oil loving). In this system, the relative affi nity of an emulsifi er for the oil 
phase is expressed as a number ranging from 1 to 20. Propylene glycol monostearate 
has a low HLB number – it is more at home in the oil phase. Polyoxyethylene 
monostearate, which has a long polyoxyethylene chain with lots of polar oxygen 
atoms, has a high HLB value and is quite at home in water (Fig. 3.3).

In general, emulsifi ers with HLB values of 3 to 6 will produce emulsions of 
water dispersed in oil, whereas those with HLB values of 7 to 17 give emulsions of 
oil in water (Fig. 3.4).
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But it is not quite as simple as that. A scientifi c investigation spanning time, space 
and discipline raged for decades, engaging the vital question of what contributed 
to the stability of the oil in water in sauce Béarnaise. It was found that stable 
emulsions usually have two or more emulsifi ers – one with lipophilic tendencies 
(fat attraction) and the other with hydrophilic tendencies (water attraction).

Interestingly egg yolk, an ingredient in Bearnaise sauce, contains cholesterol 
and lecithin. Cholesterol stabilises w/o emulsions and lecithin stabilises o/w 
emulsions; both are needed but the balance must be perfect. Fresh eggs have such 
a balance, but as the egg ages, the lecithin slowly deteriorates but the cholesterol 
remains unchanged and the sauce collapses. Beating in extra lecithin (but careful 
of the source) can do a resurrection job.

The effect of the two different types of emulsions is quite different. Cosmetic 
emulsions can be either dispersions of oil in water providing aqueous creams, or 
water in oil (see Fig. 3.4). Water evaporates from an aqueous cream with an o/w 
emulsion and this causes cooling. It leaves behind a fi lm of the oily ingredients 
(oils, waxes, emulsifi ers and humectants). But with a non-aqueous cream with a 
w/o emulsion, there is immediate contact of the oil phase directly with the skin. 
No cooling effects occur because the evaporation of the emulsifi ed water is much 
more gradual. These are ‘warm’ emulsions.
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Fig. 3.3. Emulsifi ers showing structural differences between low HLB (propylene glycol 
monostearate) and high HLB (polyoxyethylene monostearate) compounds.
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A geometric argument formulated by Gauss shows that the minimum 
concentration of the continuous or outer phase must be at least 26% of the total. 
In an emulsion, the fi ner the particle size, the more stable the emulsion and the 
higher the viscosity (resistance to fl ow). Conversely, larger particles form emulsions 
of lower viscosity and more runny emulsions. Large particle size also increases the 
tendency for the particles to coalesce and for the emulsion to separate into the two 
phases (see Chapter 8).

EMULSIONS GROW ON (OR RATHER IN) TREES
A most important emulsion is that produced by the rubber tree (Hevea brasiliensis) – 

an emulsion of rubber latex in water. This emulsion is collected from the trees 

in the early morning when the fl ow is greatest. The fl ow is stimulated by a plant 

hormone, ethylene. The latex is coagulated (curdled) with acetic acid (vinegar) 

and the excess water removed in several stages to produce mats, which are 

sun-dried. These are bought by the traders, who take them to a factory where 

the rubber is macerated and pushed into blocks. The whole process is highly 

labour intensive. Natural rubber has advantages over synthetic rubber for many 

important applications, such as for surgeons gloves and for condoms.

(Left) Collecting latex; (right) coagulated rubber mats drying.

Sources: (left) underverse/Adobe Stock; (right) banprik/Adobe Stock.

FEISTY FOAM
A foam is the suspension of a gas in a liquid and occasionally in a solid. Common 
foams are found at the top of a glass of beer, in a bubble bath, a mouthful of fairy 
fl oss, and in some fi re extinguishers.

The foam on top of a glass of beer is stable because the bubbles are protected by 
a layer of protein. The denatured protein ‘protects’ the air bubbles by covering the 
interface between liquid and air. Incidentally, the stabilising agent in real beer is 
the protein derived from the malted cereal grains. However, when large amounts of 
adjunct are used in making the beer (such as sugar, starch or potatoes), a protein 
extract of seaweed is needed to maintain a reasonable head. Perhaps the beach 
foam at the water’s edge from seaweed inspired this technology?

Talking of seaweed, there is a theory that the infamous Bermuda triangle, where 
ships sank without warning, might have been subject to a high level of bubbles 
released from rotting vegetation below. These would lower the density of the sea 
water, and perhaps reduce the buoyancy of a boat suffi ciently to allow it to sink 
(OK, but it’s a nice theory!).

A foam is used in greenhouses to prevent heat loss during the night. Each 
evening, a water foam is injected into the thin space between the double walls 
of some greenhouses. The foam cuts down the convection currents that normally 
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move the air around and cause it to cool. At sunrise, the foam collapses. The next 
night the drained liquid is pumped up into a foam again.

Australia’s (or perhaps more correctly, New Zealand’s) most famous foam is 
probably not from beer but is the Pavlova, named after the ballerina. It is vital 
to add a pinch of salt and a squirt of vinegar to the beaten egg whites. However, 
too much of either spells disaster in the form of a collapsing crust and a panic 
journey to a cake shop. Too much vinegar lowers the acidity (pH), which removes 
the charge from the proteins that protect the bubbles; too much salt collapses the 
atmosphere of counter-ions around the charged proteins. Both of these excesses 
remove the repulsive force that keeps the bubbles of air apart, and hence keep the 
foam stable.

An old cook’s tale recommended copper bowls for beating eggs into a better, 
creamier foam. In fact, experiments show that under identical conditions, whipping 
egg whites in a glass bowl produces a grainy and dry-looking foam after 10 min, 
whereas beating in a copper bowl produces a stiff and smooth foam after 20 min. 
A certain amount of copper is released and this reacts with the egg protein and 
stabilises the partially denatured protein fi lm that constitutes the foam. So if your 
pavlova has collapsed, here is the chemistry to explain it. Your guests are sure to 
be impressed, especially if you concede to top it off with another foam made from 
New Zealand cream (see experiment ‘Foaming colours’ on p. XXX and ‘Falkland 
foam’ on p. XXX); see also Chapter 6).

Froth fl otation

Economically, Australia’s most important foam is neither the head on a well-
poured beer head nor pavlova but the process used for separating crushed mineral 
ores using froth fl otation. This process was developed by the CSIRO in the 1940s. 
Most ores consist of several mineral species, some of which are valuable and some 
worthless (gangue). Froth fl otation is a technique for separating ground particles 
based on the different properties of their surfaces. If a material that is not wetted 
by water (such as fi nely ground candle wax) is placed in water and air is bubbled 
through, the bubbles will attach themselves to the wax particles and lift them to 
the surface. Air ‘wets’ the surface of wax better than water does.

Some minerals have ‘waxy’ surfaces and are naturally fl oatable. Examples 
are graphite, talc (Mg3Si4O10(OH)2), sulfur, molybdenite (MoS2) and orpiment 
(As2S3). Most minerals are wettable by water and won’t fl oat. If we can selectively 
render particular minerals ‘waxy’, then we can fl oat those minerals consecutively 
(Fig. 3.5).

compressed air

. .. ....... ...... . .... ...gangue

water
containing
pine oil 

suspended
sulfide ore

Fig. 3.5. (Left) Cartoon depicting the process of froth fl otation of minerals; and (right) the 
process on an industrial scale.

Source (right): OlesiaRu/Adobe Stock.
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Glass is negatively charged in water and because glass is mainly non-crystalline 
quartz (silica) it follows that ground silica and silicate minerals can be fl oated 
using positive (cationic) detergents. On the other hand, minerals with positive-
charged surfaces can be made waxy and fl oated off with a negative-charged soap 
or (anionic) detergents.

Washing up plastic plates leaves them greasy

You can see this coating effect in the kitchen. Plastic plates become positively 

charged in water. So if they are washed with normal anionic dishwashing 

detergents they feel waxy and don’t wash very well because the detergent is 

attracted to the plate instead of removing the grease and food. Conversely, if you 

wash glass or ceramic dishes (or a car windscreen) with a cationic detergent the 

surface becomes waxy and covered in water droplets.

BUBBLE TROUBLE

The equation behind blowing bubbles

What is a surface anyway? It is what separates two phases – generally gas (g), 
liquid (l) and solid (s). This gives fi ve types of surfaces, s/s, s/g, s/l, l/l, l/g, noting 
that all gases are miscible (i.e. mix in all proportions). One of the characteristics of 
surfaces is that their production requires energy. You have to do work to create a 
surface (e.g. to blow a soap bubble).

Perhaps counter-intuitively, the smaller the bubble, the higher is the internal 
pressure. Actually, the French mathematician, Laplace, is responsible for the 
precise relationship. The excess pressure inside a bubble, P, is equal to twice the 
surface tension, γ, divided by the radius, r, of the bubble:

ΔP = 2γ/r

BUBBLE POLITICS
Soap bubbles are blown on a T-piece with three taps so that one bubble is bigger 

than the other. The input tap A is closed and the other two taps are opened so 

that air can pass from one bubble to the other. Does the big bubble blow the 

little bubble up until they are equal (socialist) or does the big bubble get bigger 

and the little get smaller (capitalist)? (Answer: They are capitalists!)

air

If you want to try this, a high stability soap bubble solution can be made from 

ammonium lauryl sulfate surfactant with glycerol and table salt (NaCl).
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That raises an interesting question. When you form a bubble, say in a beaker of 
boiling water, the initial pressure required when r = 0 is infi nite! In fact, it is very 
diffi cult to boil very pure water in a very clean, blemish-free beaker. Boiling water 
in a microwave oven demonstrates this (see Chapter 5, ‘Microwave ovens’).

If you observe boiling water in a beaker closely, you will see that tiny air bubbles 
are released from fl aws in the beaker. Water vapour rapidly moves into these air 
bubbles to form an expanding bubble of steam. The same fl aw will continue to 
supply nuclei of air for some time. In a perfect beaker, with no nuclei, the water 
heats up and leaves the beaker in one go in a process called ‘bumping’. A boiling 
chip (porous pot) is added, while the liquid is cool, deliberately to provide nuclei 
and prevent bumping.

The tendency of small to become large is true of ‘solid bubbles’ (i.e. drops 
of liquid). Small drops coalesce to form larger drops. Small drops such as small 
bubbles (and balloons) have a higher internal pressure than large drops. Therefore 
they are in equilibrium with a higher vapour pressure. Even when not in contact, 
the small transfers water to the large. Water drops forming clouds coalesce to 
become big enough to fall as rain.

It is not so obvious, but equally true, that you need work to expand a solid 
surface and release energy when solid surfaces become smaller. Thus smaller 
crystals in a crystallising dish dissolve and allow big crystals to become bigger. 
Special efforts are needed to keep small stable with respect to large.

BUBBLES AND THE BOMB
There is a chemical analogy explaining nuclear fi ssion as the splitting of a liquid 

drop by electric repulsion on the surface. In the liquid drop nuclear model, a 

nucleus is compared to a charged, non-polar liquid drop held together by the 

nuclear force. In the simplest case, the chemical analogy assumes a droplet 

composed of non-polar molecules such as CCl
4
 or isopentane held together by 

van der Waal’s attraction to which is added an ever-increasing surface electric 

charge.

In a series of even larger atomic nuclei, the repulsion of the positive protons 

increases and ‘lowers the surface tension’ of the nuclear surface. Eventually this 

lowering overcomes the attractive nuclear forces and the drop breaks into two 

drops (fi ssion products).2

Bubbles in champagne

Next time you’re having a drink of something fi zzy, think bubbles. Making a brand 
new bubble in a liquid is incredibly diffi cult. So hard it hardly ever happens! Once 
a bubble forms it easy to blow up bigger because the internal pressure drops as the 
bubble expands – the same is roughly true for blowing up a rubber balloon.

Consumers allegedly prefer smaller, slow moving bubbles in their effervescent 
wines, but such ‘quality of the bead’ criteria are a bit of an illusion, in spite of its 
inclusion in the sensory analysis sheets proposed for sparkling wines. The quality 
of the glass is a more likely cause!

Careful observation of bubbles in effervescent wine or beer shows that bubbles 
start only from a limited number of specifi c sites in the glass and each site emits 
bubbles of a uniform size and frequency. Different sites can vary. The bubbles 
expand as they move up through the liquid, rapidly reaching a ‘terminal’ velocity 
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as their buoyancy is opposed by the inertia and viscous drag of the liquid. With 
time, the expansion of rising bubbles also drops because there is less gas left in the 
surrounding liquid to enter the rising bubble.

Sparkling wines will often produce high-frequency bubble streams (10–20/s) 
with little expansion during ascent because of the depletion of dissolved gas in 
their path. As the gas content of the liquid is reduced, the number of sites decreases 
and the bubbles frequency (but not size) decreases.

Detergent-washed glasses cause fi zzy drinks to go fl at. True or false? False! The 

residue of detergent actually ensures that many of the crevices in the glass 

where bubbles form are ‘wet’ with water entering and so can no longer act as 

sites for bubbles to form. Fewer bubbles are formed and thus released and so 

the drink maintains its dissolved carbon dioxide for longer; that is, it does not go 

fl at as quickly on standing! Think about this when you are quaffi ng the sparkly 

along with your meal in Chapter 6.

The distinctive appearance of effervescence in sparkling wines is mainly due to 
the presence of 10–12% ethanol, which lowers the surface tension and lowers the 
solubility of carbon dioxide and raises the viscosity of the liquid.

Foam in wine is found only on the surface and is short lived because it is 
destroyed by the evaporation of the alcohol. In addition, carbon dioxide, being 
quite soluble in water, diffuses quickly between bubbles and destabilises the foam. 
The foam lasts longer in a closed container. The same is true for foam on the 
surface of boiling water in an open, compared with closed, saucepan. And beer 
froths more in a closed stein. Air or nitrogen are much less soluble in water and 
therefore form more stable foams (hence the use of nitrogen-fi lled widgets at the 
bottom of Guinness beer packs).

Surface active agents help to stabilise foam. The less processed a product is, 
the more naturally occurring surface active agents should have been retained. 
Conversely, refi ned materials may have extra agents added to counter the loss of 
naturally occurring ones.

An open unshaken bottle of effervescent wine has carbon dioxide under a 
pressure of 3–6 atmospheres, but it does not rush out because prolonged storage 
under pressure has thoroughly wetted the internal glass surface and left few sites 
for bubble formation. A soon as the contents are poured into a clean dry glass, 
streams of bubbles will form along tiny discontinuities (scratches) where the liquid 
does not wet the glass.

In effervescent drinks without alcohol, the bubbles tend to be larger before 
detachment. The surface tension is higher in water at 0.07 J/m2, compared with 
wine at 0.05 J/m2. The speed of rising is faster in water, which has a lower viscosity 
than wine, and the larger bubbles tend to fl atten and wobble during their ascent. 
Viscosities are popularly measured in a unit called the centipoise. Wine has a 
viscosity of around 1.4 centipoise compared to 0.89 for water at 25°C. 

Bubbles and surfaces

Bubbles are hydrophobic and so is most plastic. Therefore in plastic bottles there 
is a strong attraction between the bubble and the bottle (Fig. 3.6). The attached 
bubbles can become quite large before buoyancy releases them. As they rise they 
are often a bit wobbly (even in non-alcoholic drinks!).
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Fig. 3.6. Bubbles adhering to the walls of a plastic bottle.

Source: xactive/Adobe Stock.

Now consider ordinary tap water. In contact with a normal atmospheric 
pressure of air (1 atmosphere, 760 mmHg, 1013 hPa, 1013 mbar) at 15°C, water at 
equilibrium dissolves 7 mL of oxygen and 13.5 mL of nitrogen per litre. However, 
in a manner not yet properly understood, hydrophobic surfaces help release some 
of this dissolved air to form bubbles.

Simple questions and diffi cult explanations
This is a really easy set of experiments but the explanations are anything but 

easy.

Pour water into a glass. Leave standing overnight. Observe closely. The glass 

will generally have a pattern of small air bubbles attached to the sides. That is, 

unless the room temperature is not much warmer than the water temperature.

The explanation for the release of air bubbles seems fi ne. The water was 

cooler when it came from the tap, so air was initially more soluble than later 

when at room temperature. The water was under pressure in the pipeline and 

so would come out of solution when the pressure was dropped to atmospheric.

To check whether this explanation is valid, follow up by seeing what happens 

if you boil the water to remove much of the dissolved air and add it to the clean 

glass while still warm? You will fi nd that there are now no (or fewer) attached 

bubbles. The next question is why do they stick to the glass surface rather than 

fl oat to the top? You can speed the initial experiment up by using even colder tap 

water left in a fridge and pour that in a glass at ambient temperature and watch.

The bubbles stick to any greasy hydrophobic patches on the glass because 

the air–grease interfacial surface energy (20 mJ/m2) is much lower than the 

water–grease interfacial surface energy (50 mJ/m2). It is the difference in these 

energies that keeps the bubbles on the glass. The bubbles have to become big 

enough so that fl otation can drag them off the glass surface. The upward fl otation 

force has to be bigger than the difference in these energies. The bubbles formed 

here are not big enough. Bubbles formed in fi zzy drinks and plastic glasses do 

become big enough to fl oat off.


